
COMPSCI 270: Artificial Intelligence

Homework 2: Game playing
Due Sunday February 24 11:59 PM EST

Please read the rules for assignments on the course web page. Of course, do not share code.
Acknowledge any help you received and any sources you used. If you are not sure whether you
are allowed to use something, ask. Please use Piazza for questions and Gradescope to turn in the
assignment.

In this assignment, you will implement the Connect Four game in Python. In connect-four,
players alternately drop discs into the columns of a vertically positioned grid; the first player to
get four of her discs in a row wins (if the board fills up before this happens, it’s a draw). You can
find out more about the game on the Web.

The helper code you need is provided on the course web page, you just need to fill in the
missing parts.

The layout of the helper code:

• board.py - implementation of the Board class. (Do not modify this file!)

• bot.py - partial implementation of the minMaxBot and alphaBetaBot classes.

• game.py and main.py - implementation of the game engine and GUI. (Do not modify these
files!)

The only file you need to modify is bot.py. In this file you are required to code the following
functions:

• generateChildren() in the parent class Bot

• miniMax() in the class minMaxBot

• alphaBeta() in the class alphaBetaBot

Function generateChildren() must return a list of all possible children of the board, where
list entry is in a format (move-to-make-a-child, child-board). Note that this function is different
from the one you implemented in HW1. In function miniMax() you are required to implement
the minimax algorithm. This is a helper function for a provided function findMove(). It must
return a tuple (score, move). In function alphaBeta() you are required to implement the alpha-
beta pruning algorithm. This is a helper function for a provided function findMove(). It must
return a tuple (score, move).

You need to have a good understanding of the Board class to successfully implement these
functions. The helper code has some useful comments, so please make sure to read those carefully.

You are only allowed to add your code in the specified places, after a comment # TODO: add
your code here.
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PyQT5 library is required to run the game interface. It can be installed with the following
command:

$ python -m pip install pyqt5

You can use built-in functions & data structures, and the standard library, but you cannot
use/import anyone else’s code or any package that is not in the Python standard library.

To run the game:

$ python main.py

In the GUI, you can test your algorithms against each other or a random bot, as well as against
yourself. You can also change the search depth and the size of the board. Can you defeat the
minimax player? The alpha-beta player? At which depths? Do you observe them playing in
ways that a human player wouldn’t, and can you figure out why? You don’t need to turn in your
answers to these questions, but it should be fun to play around with this.

You should submit bot.py to the Gradescope assignment "Homework 2: Game playing", and
you should upload it directly without zipping.
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